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Abstract
Visual dialogue has witnessed great progress001
after introducing various vision-oriented goals002
into the conversation, especially such as003
GuessWhich and GuessWhat, where the only004
image is visible by either and both of the005
questioner and the answerer, respectively. Re-006
searchers explore more on visual dialogue007
tasks in such kind of single- or perfectly co-008
observable visual scene, while somewhat ne-009
glect the exploration on tasks of non-perfectly010
co-observable visual scene, where the images011
accessed by two agents may not be exactly the012
same, often occurred in practice. Although013
building common ground in non-perfectly co-014
observable visual scene through conversation015
is significant for advanced dialogue agents, the016
lack of such dialogue task and correspond-017
ing large-scale dataset makes it impossible to018
carry out in-depth research. To break this lim-019
itation, we propose an object-referring game020
in non-perfectly co-observable visual scene,021
where the goal is to spot the difference be-022
tween the similar visual scenes through con-023
versing in natural language. The task ad-024
dresses challenges of the dialogue strategy in025
non-perfectly co-observable visual scene and026
the ability of categorizing objects. Corre-027
spondingly, we construct a large-scale mul-028
timodal dataset, named SpotDiff, which con-029
tains 49k Virtual Reality images and 97k dia-030
logues generated by self-play. Finally, we give031
benchmark models for this task, and conduct032
extensive experiments to evaluate its perfor-033
mance as well as analyze its main challenges1.034

1 Introduction035

Building a dialogue agent that can intelligently036

communicate with people through comprehending037

and reasoning in vision and natural language is a038

challenging task in AI research (Strub et al., 2017a;039

Niu et al., 2018). Such visual dialogue agents have040

broad prospects in social services and commercial041

1The dataset and codes will be released upon publication.

applications, e.g., assisting the visually impaired 042

people to understand the surroundings (Bigham 043

et al., 2010), recommending products by dialogue- 044

based image retrieval (Guo et al., 2018), so that 045

related researches (Das et al., 2017a; de Vries et al., 046

2017; Gan et al., 2019; Haber et al., 2019; Ilinykh 047

et al., 2019; Chen et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2020; 048

Cogswell et al., 2020; Takmaz et al., 2020; Liang 049

et al., 2021; Kottur et al., 2021) have attracted in- 050

creasing attention. 051

In recent years, researchers have proposed many 052

visual dialogue tasks for different scene settings, 053

including single-observable scene and perfectly co- 054

observable scene. In single-observable scene, the 055

scene is only visible to one interlocutor. For exam- 056

ple, Das et al. (2017a) propose the task of Visual 057

Dialogue, which requires the dialogue agent to an- 058

swer questions given an image and dialogue history 059

while the questioner can not see the image. On the 060

basis of the above task, GuessWhich (Das et al., 061

2017b; Murahari et al., 2019; Zhou et al., 2019; Lee 062

et al., 2019) introduces an image-guessing game. 063

This task aims at enabling the questioner imag- 064

ine the invisible target image and finally guess it, 065

through conversing with the answerer who could 066

access the target image. In co-observable scene, 067

the scene is fully observed by all interlocutors. 068

For example, GuessWhat?! (Zhang et al., 2017; 069

Zhao and Tresp, 2018; Strub et al., 2017b; Shekhar 070

et al., 2019; Shukla et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020) 071

focuses on locating the target object in an image, 072

which is visible by both the questioner and the 073

answerer, through dialogue between them. Moon 074

et al. (2020a) introduce the task of SIMCC, which 075

addresses the task-oriented dialogue scenario on 076

shopping domain where a system dialogue agent 077

and a user share the co-observable scene. 078

However, in actual applications, there are many 079

situations where the visual scenes accessed by two 080

people are similar but not be exactly the same. Take 081

the remote abnormal troubleshooting as an exam- 082
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ple, the user can access the problem machine, while083

the quality inspector can access intact machine.084

They determine the fault location through conver-085

sation online or by telephone. At this time, it is086

more important to help each other to understand the087

partner’s scene and clarify the differences, through088

dialogue interaction. Therefore, some researchers089

turn to investigate the visual dialogue in such non-090

perfectly co-observable scene with the provision091

of a small-scale dataset. Lopes et al. (2018) study092

the dialogue phenomenon under the setting of mak-093

ing two interlocutors to find differences between094

two similar scenes. They collect a dataset, which095

only contains 54 dialogues in 8 different cartoon096

scenes. More than that, lacking deeply analyzed097

challenges and corresponding solutions also makes098

its contribution to research community limited.099

Two key challenges of the visual dialogue in non-100

perfectly co-observable scene are not covered by101

the above tasks: 1) Difference-oriented dialogue102

strategy. The two interlocutors participating in the103

dialogue can only access their own part of the vi-104

sual scenes, so they can only clarify the difference105

through the dialogue. Therefore, to complete the106

goal of the dialogue, the dialogue interaction needs107

to constantly overcome the difficulty brought by dif-108

ferentiated visual information. 2) Categorization-109

oriented question strategy. Human understands110

the world usually through categorization, which re-111

quires subjective generalization and classification112

of objects (Rosch and Lloyd, 1978). Such ability113

can be necessary for advanced agents. Therefore,114

finding a question strategy that can efficiently cat-115

egorize the objects in the scene may be a critical116

path to quickly locating the difference. Although117

categorization has been mentioned in GuessWhat?!,118

all the questions in it are Yes/No questions, such119

as ‘is it a decoration?’. It ignores that an important120

purpose of categorization is induction, which of-121

ten requires the abilities of accurate counting and122

clearly pointing out these objects, such as ‘I have123

three decorations, and you?’, ‘what are they?’.124

Obviously, the ability to deal with these chal-125

lenges is significant for advanced dialogue agents.126

To develop these capabilities of machines, in this127

paper, we propose an object-referring game – Spot128

the Difference. As shown in Figure 1, the goal129

of Spot the Difference is to spot the different ob-130

ject between two similar images via conversing131

in natural language between a questioner and an132

answerer in a non-perfectly co-observable visual133

scene. To this end, we construct a large-scale multi- 134

modal dataset, named SpotDiff, which contains 49k 135

images and 94k dialogues. First, we generate the 136

images of SpotDiff with an elaborately designed 137

scene simulator, taking into account the coherence 138

of the real world. Then, based on the generated im- 139

ages, we generate the dialogues of SpotDiff through 140

a well-designed two-stage dialogue generation al- 141

gorithm. Finally, we propose benchmark models 142

for Spot the Difference, which are based on the 143

multimodal pre-trained model LXMERT (Tan and 144

Bansal, 2019). We evaluate the performance of 145

the dialogue system and the answerer agent, and 146

analyze the model’s ability in dialogue strategy and 147

categorization. 148

Our main contributions are concluded as follows: 149

• We propose a new visual dialogue task – Spot 150

the Difference, which mainly addresses chal- 151

lenges of the dialogue strategy in non-perfectly 152

co-observable visual scene and the ability of cat- 153

egorizing objects. 154

• We construct the SpotDiff dataset, which consists 155

of 49k Virtual Reality images and 95k program- 156

matically simulated dialogues. 157

• We provide strong benchmark models for Spot 158

the Difference. Experimental results show that 159

the task performance can be improved by de- 160

signing difference-oriented dialogue strategy and 161

categorization-oriented question strategy, both 162

of which are the challenges that the task of non- 163

perfectly co-observable scene hope to address. 164

These provide insights for developing more intel- 165

ligent visual dialogue agents. 166

2 Spot the Difference Game 167

As illustrated in Figure 1, Spot the Difference is an 168

object-referring game conducted by a questioner 169

and an answerer. The questioner and answerer can 170

see images IQ and IA, respectively. 171

The goal of questioner is to spot the difference 172

from IQ to IA, i.e., the object in IQ that is not in 173

IA (marked with a green box in Figure 1). The 174

questioner constantly asks questions based on the 175

image IQ, such as asking the number of objects 176

with specific conditions, the referential content of 177

the previous round, and the object at a specific lo- 178

cation, e.g., q1 – ‘There are four white objects?’, q3 179

– ‘What are they?’, q4 – ‘What is the leftmost thing 180

on the tea table?’. After the questioner has located 181

the different object, it terminates the conversation 182

and makes a guess on the correct object list of IQ. 183
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𝑰𝑸 𝑰𝑨

𝒒𝟏: There are four white objects, and you?
𝒂𝟏: Four.
𝒒𝟐: How many ceramic decorations can you see?
𝒂𝟐: Three.
𝒒𝟑: What are they?
𝒂𝟑: Two decorative plates and a vase.
𝒒𝟒: Yes. What is the leftmost thing on the tea 
table?
𝒂𝟒: A black frame.

Dialogue

Figure 1: An example of Spot the Difference. The green box indicates the different object from IQ to IA.

(b) (c)(a) (d)

Figure 2: The generation process of SpotDiff images. (a)–(c) show the object-by-object generation process of
scene. (c) and (d) are a pair of similar images. The green box in (c) represents the different object from (c) to (d).

Based on the image IA and the question, the184

answerer gives the answer, which may be a number,185

a description of one or multiple objects, e.g., a1 –186

‘Four’, a3 – ‘Two decorative plates and a vase’.187

3 SpotDiff Dataset188

In this section, we first describe how images and189

dialogues of the SpotDiff are generated in Section190

3.1 and Section 3.2, respectively. Then we present191

the dataset analysis in Section 3.3.192

3.1 Image Generation193

First, we develop a scene simulator to generate194

SpotDiff images in Virtual Reality (VR) environ-195

ment. Then for each image, we construct its scene196

graph, serving as the input to dialogue generation.197

3.1.1 Scene Simulator198

The scene simulator generates similar image pairs199

with only one object different and the generation200

process of SpotDiff images is illustrated in Figure 2.201

First, the scene simulator generates a random scene202

by placing objects item by item. Then, it randomly203

selects one object from all the objects that can be re-204

placed in the scene, and replace it with a random ob-205

ject of a different category. Finally, the scene sim-206

ulator renders the scene in Unity3D (Unity Tech-207

nologies, 2019) and takes screenshots with Unity208

Perception2 (Unity Technologies, 2020).209

Real world scenes appear as a composite of co-210

herent objects (Galleguillos et al., 2008). To make211

VR scenes more reality, the scene simulator adopts212

2A toolkit provided by Unity Corporation for generating
large-scale computer vision datasets.

an elaborately designed search algorithm, mainly 213

considering the following aspects: 214

Richness of Objects. To generate richer scenes, 215

more diverse objects are needed. We use 207 digi- 216

tal assets3 which belong to 87 different categories. 217

Placement Relationship. A directed graph (please 218

refer to Appendix A.2 for details) is defined to 219

describe the placement relationship between cate- 220

gories. For example, bread can be placed on a plate, 221

but not directly on the floor. 222

Spatial Arrangement4. The scene should neither 223

be too evacuated nor too compact. The former may 224

cause the pixels of objects in the image to be too 225

small, and the latter may cause mutual occlusion 226

between objects. 227

Object Co-Occurrence4. Related objects co- 228

occur with high probability. For example, com- 229

puters, mice and keyboards often appear together 230

because they are all office supplies. 231

3.1.2 Image Scene Graph 232

The scene graph5 contains the information of all 233

objects in an image, including: 234

1) Attribute: Each Object is annotated with color 235

and material. 236

2) Taxonomy: Taxonomy information is de- 237

picted by a predefined hierarchical tree of cate- 238

gories, which is in Appendix A.1. For example, 239

pizza belongs to {pizza, baked food, food}. 240

3We obtain them from https://assetstore.
unity.com/ and https://www.turbosquid.com/

4We present the implementation details of spatial arrange-
ment and object co-occurrence in Appendix A.3 and A.4,
respectively.

5We show an example of scene graph in Appendix D.1.
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q!: I can see four white objects, 
how about you?
"! : Four

#" : How many decorations can you 
see?
"" : Three

## : There are two white frames in 
my picture,  and you?
"# : Two

#$ : what is the rightmost thing on 
the tea table?
"$ :Blue book

(a) Images (d) Dialogue(b) States

$%&!%: (type=count-2,
p_set=white,
count=4)

$%&!&: (count=4)

$%&"%: (type=count-1, 
p_set=decoration)

$%&"&: (count=3)

$%&#%:  (type=count-2, 
p_set=white frame,
count=2)

$%&#&: (count=2)

$%&$%: (type=extreme-2, 
p_set_2=tea table,
location=rightmost�

$%&$&: (target=[book0])

(c) Actions

white decorationwhitewhitewhite
decorationdecorationdecoration

white decorationwhitewhitewhite
decorationdecorationdecoration

white decorationwhitewhitewhite
decorationdecorationdecoration

white decorationwhitewhitewhite
decorationdecorationdecoration

Figure 3: The generation process of a SpotDiff dialogue. (a) The questioner simulator and answerer simulator look
at the top and bottom images, respectively. (b) The states give part of the visual state tracking information under
current dialogue, where the transparent node means that an object or property has not been fully confirmed. (c)
ActQt and ActAt are respectively question action and answer action generated at time t. (d) The dialogue consists
of a series of question-answer pairs, where the question qt and answer at are mapped from ActQt and ActAt ,
respectively.

3) Position: Position information is described241

by 2D bounding box and 3D bounding box, which242

are annotated when generating images with Unity243

Perception (Unity Technologies, 2020).244

Color, material and categories are regarded as245

atomic properties of an object.246

3.2 Dialogue Generation247

With the image scene graph as input, we design a248

two-stage dialogue generation approach as shown249

in Figure 3. In the first stage, a questioner simula-250

tor and an answerer simulator are used to generate251

a dialogue action sequence through self-play (Sec-252

tion 3.2.1). In the second stage, the dialogue action253

sequence is mapped to natural language through254

manually defined templates (Section 3.2.2).255

3.2.1 Dialog Action Generation256

Inspired by previous works (Moon et al., 2020b;257

Kottur et al., 2021), the dialogue action sequence258

consists of question actions and answer actions,259

both of which are composed of a series of slot-260

value pairs. The dialogue action sequence is in-261

teractively generated by the questioner simulator262

and answerer simulator. In concrete, at each round,263

the questioner simulator produces a question action264

and the answerer simulator gives the corresponding265

answer action. The interaction is repeated until the266

questioner simulator could locate the target object.267

Question actions are divided into seven subtypes268

(see Table 1), which belong to three types: 1)269

Count type (count-1 and -2) asks the number of270

objects with specific properties. Comparing with 271

count-1 type (e.g., ‘how many white objects can 272

you see?’), count-2 type adds a hint for counting, 273

e.g., ‘I have four white objects, how about you?’. 274

2) Extreme type (extreme-1, -2 and -3) asks for 275

a specific description of the object at a positional 276

extreme among conditioned objects. For extreme-1 277

type, the conditioned objects are all objects in the 278

image, e.g., ‘what is the rightmost thing?’. For 279

extreme-2 and -3 types, the conditioned objects 280

are objects placed on a given object, e.g., ‘what is 281

the rightmost thing on the tea table?’. 3) Ref type 282

(ref-1 and -2) follows the count type, and requires 283

the answerer to give a specific description of the 284

objects referred to in the previous round. Ref-1 285

type asks one object while ref-2 asks multiple, e.g., 286

‘what is it?’ and ‘what are they?’. 287

At each round, the questioner simulator tracks 288

visual state according to dialogue history, then se- 289

lects an appropriate question action based on the 290

tracked visual state and question strategy. A good 291

questioner simulator can achieve the above goal 292

by answering the following questions. Q1: How 293

to accurately track the state of each object in an 294

image, taking into account entailment relationships 295

between properties of the object. For example, 296

one won’t ask ‘is there any fruit?’ after knowing 297

there is an apple; Q2: How to efficiently guide the 298

conversation to avoid object-by-object mechanical 299

enumeration. 300

Q1: Visual State Tracking. To maintain the 301

state of the image as the dialogue proceeds, the 302
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white
furniture

furniturewhite

Property Set: white furniture
Confirmation Status: False
Description Template Set: 
[piece of white furniture]

Figure 4: A simplified instance of object state graph.

questioner simulator constructs an object state303

graph for each object. Considering that there are304

many combinations of atomic properties, we define305

a property set. For example, for the white furni-306

ture in Figure 4, its property sets include furniture,307

white and white furniture (only retain white and308

furniture as atomic properties here for simplicity).309

Obviously, there are entailment relationships be-310

tween property sets, inspiring us to describe the311

state of an object with a directed graph in the pro-312

cess of dialogue.313

To this end, we construct the object state graph314

for each object, where nodes represent property315

sets and edges represent entailment relationships316

between them. To clarify which property sets of317

an object are known or not, each node maintains a318

boolean value initialized to False, which we name319

as confirmation status. When a node is confirmed320

(its confirmation status is True), all reachable nodes321

from it are also confirmed. Conversely, for two322

confirmed nodes, whose property sets are denoted323

as A and B respectively, the node corresponding324

to the property set |A ∪ B| is also confirmed. In325

addition, each node corresponds to a description326

template set, which is used to map the property set327

to a phrase in the natural language generation stage,328

such as white furniture→ piece of white furniture .329

In addition, the questioner simulator also track a330

candidate object set Scand, which includes objects331

whose existence has not been confirmed. In the be-332

ginning, Scand includes all objects in the image. As333

the dialogue proceeds, an object will be removed334

from Scand after all nodes in its corresponding ob-335

ject state graph have been confirmed.336

Q2: Categorization-Based Question Strat-337

egy. For efficient questioning, we propose a338

categorization-based question strategy whose main339

idea is to gather more information by generalizing340

half of the remaining objects as much as possible.341

As illustrated in Figure 3, q2 – ‘How many dec-342

orations can you see’ generalizes the decorations343

in the image to confirm whether a decoration has344

been replaced. Therefore, we design an approach345

to simulate such a strategy. In concrete, the ques-346

tioner simulator maintains a list of question types 347

that could be performed. The count type is always 348

in the list. When the size of the candidate object 349

set Scand is less than n, the extreme type is added 350

to the list6. When the question type of the previous 351

round is count and the corresponding answer is less 352

than m, the ref type is added to the list6 The final 353

question type is sampled from the list. After the 354

question type is determined, the slot-value pairs are 355

heuristically obtained as follows: 356

• Count type: First, the questioner simulator counts 357

frequencies of all property sets, which are defined 358

as the number of unconfirmed nodes correspond- 359

ing to the property set for objects in the candidate 360

object set Scand. Then, it chooses the property set 361

whose frequency is closet to |Scand|
2 , to produce 362

a question action. 363

• Extreme type: First, the questioner simulator 364

maintains a candidate list to store all valid slot- 365

value pairs. Then, it enumerates all slot-value 366

pairs, and put slot-value pairs that could be used 367

to retrieve an object from Scand into the list. The 368

final slot-value pairs are sampled from the list. 369

Given a question action, the answerer simulator 370

retrieves the corresponding information on the im- 371

age scene graph, and produce the answer action 372

(Please refer to Appendix B.1 for details). 373

3.2.2 Natural Language Generation 374

At this stage, each action is mapped to a natural 375

language sentence. Taking question action as an 376

example, we randomly select a question template 377

according to the question subtype and fill the slot 378

values into the question template to produce a ques- 379

tion. Table 1 shows all the question subtypes, cor- 380

responding slots, and some natural language tem- 381

plates. Notably, the property sets are mapped to 382

natural language phrases with description template 383

sets. In addition, to make dialogues more fluid, we 384

design transition sentences to concatenate adjacent 385

rounds of dialogue. 386

3.3 Dataset Analysis 387

For each SpotDiff image pair, we generate 4 dia- 388

logues by changing the order between images (2 389

dialogues in positive order and 2 dialogues in re- 390

verse order), and the dialogues that fail to complete 391

the task within 10 rounds are discarded. The SpotD- 392

iff dataset contains 94k dialogues and 49k SpotDiff 393

6n and m are hyper-parameters, which are empirically set
to 5 and 4, respectively. .
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count-1
S (p_set=X)
T How many [f(X)] can you see?
E How many plastic products can you see?

count-2
S (p_set=X,count=C)
T I have [C] [f(X)], how about you?
E I have two carpets, how about you?

extreme-1
S (p_set=X, location=L)
T There is [f(X)] on the far [L] of the image, and you?
E There is a white floor lamp on the far left of the image, and you?

extreme-2
S (p_set_1=X1, p_set_2=X2, location=L)
T There is [f(X1)] on the far [L] of the [f(X2)], and you?
E There is a gray plastic cup on the far left of the table, and you?

extreme-3
S (p_set_1=X1, p_set_2=X2, location_1=L1, location_2=L2)
T The [L1]smost one on the [L2]smost [f(X2)] is [f(X1)], what about you?
E The rightmost one on the leftmost nightstand is a frame, what about you?

ref-1 T What is it?
ref-2 T What are they?

Table 1: The slot-value pairs, templates, and examples for question subtypes. The first column gives the question
subtype, while the second and third column mean the key and corresponding value (S=slot-value pairs, T=template,
E=example), respectively. f(·) means the mapping function from property sets to natural language phrases.

SpotDiff SIMCC2 CLEVR
# Dialogues 94k 11k 425k
# Images 49k 1.5k 85k
# Turn 5.0 5.2 10
# Unique Q 27k - 73k
# Unique A 5.8k - 29
Avg # Q len 9.8 - 10.6

Table 2: Comparison of SpotDiff to similar datasets.

21%

48%

5%

5%
2%
2%

17%

(a) Question Subtypes
count-1
count-2
extreme-1
extreme-2
extreme-3
ref-1
ref-2

18%

16%

15%
13%

5%
2%

31%

(b) Answers

three
two
one
four
zero
five
others

Figure 5: Distribution of question subtypes and an-
swers.

images, and is splited by randomly assigning 80%,394

10% and 10% of image pairs and its corresponding395

dialogues to train, valid and test set. Table 2 shows396

the comparison results of SpotDiff with SIMCC 2.0397

(Kottur et al., 2021) and CLEVR Dialogue (Kottur398

et al., 2019). The SpotDiff dataset has much more399

unique answers than CLEVR Dialog (5.8k vs 29),400

indicating the answerer in our task has a higher401

degree of freedom.402

Figure 5 (a) shows the distribution on question403

subtypes. More than 69% of the questions in the404

SpotDiff dataset need to count objects with specific 405

properties. Figure 5 (b) presents the distribution 406

of answers. There are a total of 5.8k unique an- 407

swers, of which the 6 most frequent unique answer 408

account for 69% of the total answers, while remain- 409

ing unique answers (descriptions for one or more 410

objects) account for 31%, making the distribution 411

a long-tailed distribution. 412

4 Task Formulation 413

Following previous work (de Vries et al., 2017), 414

the Questioner Bot (Q-Bot) consists of Question 415

Generator (QGen) and Guesser, which are respon- 416

sible for asking questions and guessing the target 417

object, respectively. The Answerer Bot (A-Bot) is 418

a visual question answering model. 419

QGen. At round t, QGen asks a ques- 420

tion qt given the dialogue history Ht−1 = 421

{(q1, a1), · · · , (qt−1, at−1)} and the image IQ, 422

which could be formulated as: 423

qt ∼ P (q|Ht−1, I
Q). (1) 424

A-Bot. A-Bot predicts the answer at from the can- 425

didate answer set, based on the question qt, dia- 426

logue history Ht−1, and the image IA, which could 427

be denoted as: 428

at ∼ P (a|qt, Ht−1, I
A). (2) 429

Guesser. After T rounds of dialogue, Guesser 430

makes a guess on the correct object list Ocorrect 431
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# GT-Q GT-A GT-V SUCC ↑
1 - - - 35.17
2 - -

√
44.40

3
√

- - 65.62
4

√ √
- 74.97

Table 3: The performance of the dialogue system8. GT-
Q: ground truth question, GT-A: ground truth answer,
GT-V: visual features extracted by ground truth box,
SUCC: task success rate (%). ↑: higher is better.

of IQ given the full dialogue history HT as follow:432

o∗ ∼ P (o|HT , Ocorrect), (3)433

where T is the maximum number of dialogue434

rounds, Ocorrect = {(c1, p1), · · · , (cM , pM )}, ci435

and pi are the correct category and relative bound-436

ing box of the i-th object, respectively.437

5 Experiments438

To explore the challenges arising from the task,439

we first train benchmark models and evaluate their440

performance on SpotDiff dataset. Then we con-441

duct extensive experiments to analyze two main442

challenges: categorization and dialogue strategy.443

5.1 Benchmark Models444

We train benchmark models on SpotDiff dataset: 1)445

QGen7: An encoder-decoder model where encoder446

adopts multimodal pre-trained model LXMERT447

(Tan and Bansal, 2019) and decoder is initialized448

by BERT (Devlin et al., 2019). 2) A-Bot7: A449

VQA model with the multimodal pre-trained model450

LXMERT as encoder and a classification head to451

predict the answer. 3) Guesser: A BERT (Devlin452

et al., 2019) encoder with a classification head to453

predict the target object.454

Formally, input sentences are tokenized by Word-455

Piece (Wu et al., 2016) from BERT (Devlin et al.,456

2019). We follow Tan and Bansal (2019) to repre-457

sent the visual features as a series of object repre-458

sentations, where objects are detected by the Faster-459

RCNN (Ren et al., 2016) pre-trained on Visual460

Genome (Krishna et al., 2016). For each object,461

its representation is a concatenation of pooling fea-462

tures provided by (Anderson et al., 2018; Yu et al.,463

2020) and 4-dim vector of relative bounding box.464

7We also adopts GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019) and UpDn
(Anderson et al., 2018) as QGen and A-Bot, respectively.
Please refer to Appendix C.3 and C.2 for details.

8There is no ground truth answer when the question is
generated by the model.

5.2 Quantitative Results 465

Dialogue System Performance. We investigate 466

the performance of the dialogue system under the 467

setting of Spot the Difference. Specifically, QGen 468

and A-Bot first interactively generate a 5-round 469

Q-Bot-A-Bot dialogue, and then Guesser makes a 470

guess on the correct object list given the generated 471

dialogue. Table 3 shows the task success rate under 472

different settings. GT-Q and GT-A indicate whether 473

the ground truth question and ground truth answer 474

are used, respectively. GT-V indicates whether the 475

visual features are extracted by the ground truth 476

bounding box. Comparing row 1 and row 2, it can 477

be seen that correct object detection could improve 478

task success rate. Comparing row 1 and row 3, 479

it shows that the questioner model greatly limits 480

the task success rate and the main challenge of the 481

task lies in the modeling of QGen. Comparing 482

row 1 and 4, there is still a large gap between the 483

Q-Bot-A-Bot dialogue and the ground truth data. 484

A-Bot Performance. Following previous works 485

(Goyal et al., 2016; Anderson et al., 2018; Cadène 486

et al., 2019; Si et al., 2021) on VQA, we verify 487

A-Bot performance in term of accuracy on various 488

question subtypes under classification setting. We 489

observe that: 1) Count-2 (85.03%) surpasses count- 490

1 (81.96%) due to the hints about counting in count- 491

2 questions. 2) Extreme-1 (84.60%) outperforms 492

extreme-2 (78.90%) and extreme-3 (72.74%) be- 493

cause the model’s spatial reasoning ability is more 494

urgently required for extreme-2 and extreme-3. 3) 495

Ref-1 (89.02%) is better than ref-2 (81.96%), con- 496

sidering that ref-2 questions ask multiple objects 497

while ref-1 questions ask one. 498

5.3 Effect of Categorization 499

We name the question that could generalize at least 500

two different kinds of objects on an image as a Cate- 501

Q. To investigate the effect of categorization ability 502

on task success rate, we first obtain Q-Bot-A-Bot 503

dialogues on the test set, and then group these di- 504

alogues in different ways, i.e., the accuracy rate, 505

recall rate, and number of Cate-Q in the dialogue9. 506

Accuracy Rate of Cate-Q. We first extract quan- 507

tifiers and property sets in Cate-Q, and calculate 508

the accuracy of Cate-Q in a dialogue by matching 509

with objects on the scene graph. Then we divide 510

the generated dialogues according to the counting 511

9The relationship between the number of cate-Q and task
success rate is in Appendix C.4.
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𝐼! 𝐼" SpotDiff Dialogue Q-Bot-A-Bot Dialogue
𝑞!: I can see four decorations, and you? 𝑎!: Three
𝑞": This is different from mine. there are two 
plastic frames in my picture, what about you? 𝑎": 
One
𝑞#: Mine is different from yours. There is a white 
plastic frame on the far front of the tea table, and 
you? 𝑎#: White plastic frame

𝑞!: I can see four decorations, and you? 𝑎!: Three
𝑞": I have two white decorations, how about you? 𝑎": Two
𝑞#: Yes. can you give me more information about them?
𝑎#: A frame and a vase
𝑞$: There is a black ceramic vase with white patterns on 
the far front of the tea table, and you? 𝑎$: White plastic 
frame
𝑞%: There is a black plastic frame in my picture, what 
about you? 𝑎%: Zero

𝑞!: I can see four white objects, and you? 𝑎!: Five
𝑞": Mine is less than yours. I want to know the 
number of black objects in your picture. 𝑎": Two
𝑞#: Can you tell me what they are? 𝑎#: A carpet 
and a dumbbell
𝑞$: There is a gray bunny toy with a white belly on 
the far behind of the carpet, and you? 𝑎$: Gray 
bunny toy with a white belly
𝑞%: What is on the far front? 𝑎%: White bedside 
table with three drawers

𝑞!: I can see four furnitures, and you? 𝑎!: Four
𝑞": I can see four white objects, and you? 𝑎": Four
𝑞#: Yes. There are three leather products in my picture, 
what about you? 𝑎#: Two
𝑞$: The leftmost one on the rug is a black-white soccer, 
what about you? 𝑎$: Black-white soccer 
𝑞%: I can see a black-white soccer, and you? 𝑎%: Zero

Figure 6: Examples of SpotDiff dialogues and Q-Bot-A-Bot dialogues. Green sentences: questions, blue sentences:
answers, red box: the wrong guess, green box: the correct guess.
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Figure 7: (a)/(b) shows the relationship between the
task success rate and the accuracy/recall of Cate-Q.

accuracy of Cate-Q, and examine the task success512

rate within each group. As shown in Figure 7 (a),513

as the counting accuracy of Cate-Q increases, the514

task success rate shows an increasing trend, demon-515

strating that accurate counting for Cate-Q could516

help to complete the task.517

Recall Rate of Cate-Q. For a pair of similar im-518

ages, we extract the property sets of the Cate-Q519

in the corresponding Q-Bot-A-Bot dialogue and520

ground truth dialogue, which are denoted as A and521

B, respectively. We define the recall rate of Cate-Q522

as |A∩B||B| . The Figure 7 (b) shows the task success523

rate increases as the the recall rate increases, in-524

dicating the importance of selecting appropriate525

property sets to raise Cate-Q for successfully com-526

pleting the task.527

5.4 Effect of Dialogue Strategy528

Action Transition. To investigate the relationship529

between action transition and task success rate, we530

group Q-Bot-A-Bot dialogues according to adja-531

cent question action transitions. Question action532

transitions could be divided into deepening action533

transitions and converting action transitions accord-534

ing to whether the latter question deepens the pre-535

vious one. Table 4 shows that dialogues with deep-536

ening action transitions achieve higher task success537

Action Transition SUCC↑
white → white ceramic 41.57
furniture → cloth carpet 46.04

. . .
deepening action transition 36.92

white → furniture 33.86
furniture → brown 30.98

. . .
converting action transition 34.42

Table 4: The relationship between action transition and
task success rate. SUCC: task success rate (%).

rate (36.92% vs 34.42%) because the deepening 538

action transitions could help Q-Bot to narrow the 539

scope of the target object. 540

Case Study. We conduct case studies to investi- 541

gate the effect of dialogue strategies in Figure 6. In 542

the first Q-Bot-A-Bot dialogue, the questioner suc- 543

cessfully complete the task by gradually narrowing 544

down the candidates. In the second Q-Bot-A-Bot 545

dialogue, q4 and q5 repeatedly confirm the exis- 546

tence of soccer, failing to collect more information. 547

6 Conclusion 548

In this paper, we propose a cooperative object- 549

referring game – Spot the Difference, where the 550

goal is to locate the different object between two 551

similar images via conversing between questioner 552

and answerer. The task addresses two challenges 553

at visual dialogue in non-perfectly co-observable 554

scene, including the difference-oriented dialogue 555

strategy and the ability of categorization. We con- 556

struct a multimodal large-scale dataset SpotDiff, 557

which contains 49k VR images and 94k dialogues. 558

Additionally, we provide strong benchmark models 559

and conduct extensive experiments to analyze the 560

two key challenges. 561
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A Image Generation779

A.1 Taxonomy Information780

We present the taxonomy information with a prede-781

fined hierarchical tree structure, which is illustrated782

in Table 7.783

A.2 Placement Relationship784

We empirically construct a directed graph of object785

placement relationship. As shown in Table 8, it786

describes which category of objects could be placed787

on a object of specific category.788

A.3 Spatial Arrangement789

Given an object o (the object to be placed), a rectan-790

gular area and existing objects, we put the unplaced791

object on the area as follows:792

1) Randomly sample T points on the area.793

2) Filter out the points whose distance from any794

existing object is less than X or that cross the795

boundary.796

3) Select the point with the minimum L1 dis-797

tance to its closet existing object, and place798

the object o at the point.799

After taking screenshots, we retain the image800

where the pixels of objects in the image are all801

larger than Y , to avoid the serious mutual occlusion802

between objects in the image.803

A.4 Object Co-Occurrence804

Considering the hierarchical tree structure of cate-805

gories, we define the degree of divergence du for806

category u as:807

du =
∑

v∈child(u)
[∃o ∈ O ∧ v ∈ f(o)], (4)808

where child(u) means the child categories809

of the category u (e.g., child(fruit) =810

{apple, banana}), O is the object list of the im-811

age, f(o) is the category set corresponding the812

object o (e.g., for an apple, its category set is813

{apple, fruit, food}), [·] is 1 if and only the ex-814

pression in the bracket is True.815

To make the related objects co-occur with high816

probability, for each category u, we limit du not to817

exceed K=3.818

B Dialog Generation819

B.1 Answer Action820

The answer is divided into two types: 1) Count821

answer, which corresponds to the count question,822

# QGen A-Bot SUCC ↑
1 GPT-2 UpDn 27.39
2 GPT-2 LXMERT 28.21
3 LXMERT UpDn 30.82
4 LXMERT LXMERT 35.17

Table 5: The performance of the dialogue system.
SUCC: task success rate (%). ↑: higher is better.

gives the number of objects with specific condi- 823

tions in the image. 2) Description answer responds 824

to the extreme and ref questions, and describes 825

one or multiple objects in natural language, e.g., 826

‘Black frame’, ‘A decorative plate, a nightstand and 827

a plant’. 828

C Experiments 829

C.1 Implementation Details 830

We implement our method with Pytorch and con- 831

duct all experiments on four NVIDIA Tesla V100 832

GPU. For all models, we use Adam optimizer with 833

a learning rate of 5e-5 and a mini-batch size of 834

32. We train QGen, A-Bot, Guesser for 10, 8, 30 835

epochs. For A-Bot and Guesser, we select the mod- 836

els with best accuracy on the val set. For QGen, 837

we select the best performed model on the val set, 838

under the game setting. 839

C.2 Dialogue System Performance 840

Comparison 841

We implement different models for this task. 842

QGen. 1) GPT-2 (Radford et al., 2019): A 843

decoder-only model with the pretrained language 844

model GPT-2 as the backbone; 2) LXMERT (Tan 845

and Bansal, 2019): Our benchmark QGen. 846

A-Bot. 1) UpDn (Anderson et al., 2018): A rep- 847

resentative VQA model with attention mechanism; 848

2) LXMERT: Our benchmark A-Bot. 849

As shown in Figure C.2, row 4 (QGen: 850

LXMERT, A-Bot: LXMERT) achieves the best per- 851

formance among all comparing methods, demon- 852

strating the superiority of multimodal pretrained 853

model. 854

C.3 A-Bot Performance Comparison 855

We compare UpDn (Anderson et al., 2018) to 856

LXMERT (Tan and Bansal, 2019) under VQA set- 857

ting. As shown in Table C.3, LXMERT outper- 858

forms UpDn on all question subtypes, demonstrat- 859

ing the superiority of multimodal pretrained model. 860
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QTYPE count-1 count-2 extreme-1 extreme-2 extreme-3 ref-1 ref-2 all
UpDn 70.32 76.07 77.19 63.96 62.02 86.49 70.67 73.40
LXMERT 81.96 85.03 84.60 78.90 72.74 89.02 81.96 83.18

Table 6: A-Bot performance on various question subtypes. QTYPE means the question subtype.
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Figure 8: The relationship between the task success
rate and the number of Cate-Q.

C.4 Number of Cate-Q861

We divide the generated dialogues according to the862

number of Cate-Q in a dialogue, and examine the863

task success rate within each group. The results864

are shown in Figure 8. When the number increases865

from 0 to 2, the task success rate shows an increas-866

ing trend, demonstrating that Cate-Q could help867

model improve the performance; when the number868

increases from 2 to 5, the task success rate shows a869

downward trend. This may due to the failure of the870

Cate-Q to narrow down the candidate, resulting in871

waste of dialogue rounds.872

D Examples873

D.1 Image Scene Graph874

We present an example of image scene graph in875

Figure 9.876

D.2 SpotDiff Examples877

As shown in Figure 10, we give more random ex-878

amples of SpotDiff.879
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category subcategories
home appliance large household appliance, small household appliance
large household appliance fridge, television, floor lamp, washing machine
small household appliance coffee machine, desk lamp

furniture
table, chair, bench, sofa, nightstand,
baby bed, cabinet, carpet, cloth tree, bed

table dining table, tea table, study table
toy animal toy, toy model
animal toy teddy bear, elephant toy, bunny toy, giraffe toy
toy model car model, airplane model
food fruit, drink, meat product, baked food
fruit apple, banana
drink cola, milk, tea, beer
baked food bread, pizza
meta product chicken leg, chicken nugget
sporting goods ball, sports equipment
ball soccer, basketball, tennis, bowling pin
sports equipment bow, dumbbell, baseball bat, archery target, skateboard
kitchenware tableware, kettle
tableware plate, cup, fork, spoon
office supply stationery, office equipment, paper product
stationery pencil, palette
paper product paperbox, notebook
office equipment computer, mouse, keyboard, headphone, plug plate, phone
computer laptop, desktop
decoration vase, decorative plate, frame
fashion item fashion accessory, shoes, backpack
fashion accessory glasses, hat
shoes boots, sandals, canvas shoes
hat cotton cap, top hat, baseball cap

Table 7: The taxonomy information. The first column gives the category while the second column gives its corre-
sponding subcategories.

floor furniture, shoes, fridge, floor lamp, trash can, plant, table
dining table kitchenware, drink, pizza, small household appliance, plate
tea table decoration, book, television, cup
study table book, office supply, toy, sporting goods
carpet tea table, toy, sporting goods, backpack
plate fruit, bread, meat product
nightstand decoration, cup, glasses, hat
cabinet decoration

Table 8: The placement relationship. The first column represents the category of objects, and the second column
represents the categories that could be placed on objects of the category (in the first column).
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Asset: trash_can1
Color: yellow
Material: plastic

(a) SpotDiff Image (b) Image Scene Graph

Figure 9: An Example of image scene graph. (a) gives a SpotDiff image and (b) displays its corresponding scene
graph, where blue lines indicate placement relationships between objects.

!! !" SpotDiff Dialogue

!!: I can see three black objects, and you?  "!: Two
!": I have two pairs of black sandals, how about you?  "": One
!#: There is a pair of black sandals on the far behind of the image, and you? 
"#: Pair of black sandals

!!: I can see five furnitures, and you?  "!: Four
!": I want to know the number of cloth rugs in your picture.  "": Two
!#: I can see a rose gold metal hanger, and you?  "#: One
!$: I can see a green leather sofa that can accommodate three people, and 
you?  "$: Zero

!!: I want to know the number of decorations in your picture.  "!: Four
!": I have four furnitures, how about you?  "": Four
!#: How many black objects do you have? "#: Two
!$: I have one more than you. there is an irregularly shaped black wooden 
table on the far left of the image, and you? "$: Irregularly shaped black 
wooden table
!%: I have a black straight vase, how about you?  "%: Zero

!!: How many furnitures are there?  "!: Three
!": So do I. There are three white objects in my picture, what about you? 
"": Three
!#: Can you tell me what they are?  "#: A book, a decorative plate and a 
nightstand
!$: There are three brown objects in my picture, what about you?  "$: Two
!%: There are some differences. can you tell me what they are?  "%: A floor 
lamp and a nightstand

Figure 10: Random Examples of SpotDiff test set. Green sentences: questions, blue sentences: answers.
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